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It takes two sides to create lasting peace 

Michal Biran, Published: July 27 2017 - 4:14PM 

Last month I went on a mission to Australia to develop and deepen the ongoing dialogue between the Israeli 
Labor Party and its sister Social Democratic Party, the Australian Labor Party. I travelled for a week between 
Sydney, Canberra and Melbourne, and during the trip I met Labor and other lawmakers, party officials and 
trade unionists, with whom I held in-depth discussions about our shared values and common struggles. My 
visit to Australia concluded on a personal note, with a visit to the grave of my great-grandfather, Harry 
Kurzki, at the Rookwood Cemetery in Sydney. 

The friendship between the two Labor parties is longstanding. Australian Labor expresses strong support for 
Israel and maintains close ties with it. However, as in other sister parties around the world, there are voices 
in the Australian Labor Party criticising Israeli policy and expressing support for unilateral recognition of a 
Palestinian state. I came, among other things, to present the position of the Israeli Labor Party, which views 
unilateral recognition as a serious mistake, and to argue for a negotiated two-state solution. 

I can understand why many of our friends have come to the mistaken conclusion that unilateral recognition 
of a Palestinian state will help advance the faltering peace process in the Middle East. The failure of the 
previous rounds of negotiations, the prolonged political stalemate, and the ostentatious steps of the 
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Netanyahu government – including declarations of continued construction in the settlements and the 
passing of legislation that expropriates private land from Palestinians (now under challenge in the Israeli 
Supreme Court) – are likely to bring despair to our progressive allies about the possibility of resolving the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 

However, unilateral recognition of a Palestinian state will not help promote the desired just solution of two 
independent nation-states, but will do the exact opposite. Unilateral recognition means that only one side, 
the Israeli side, is held to blame for the political stalemate, a view that is far from true. Since the Oslo 
Accords, almost 25 years ago, Israel has consistently expressed its willingness to accept territorial 
compromise and the division of the land. The Palestinian leadership repeatedly rejected Israel's proposals – 
including Barak and Olmert's unprecedentedly compromising ones – as a basis for negotiations. Israel has 
even proved its sincere intentions by withdrawing from the Gaza strip, at the price of evacuating thousands 
of settlers from their homes. The people of Gaza reacted by electing Hamas, an extremist Islamic terror 
organisation openly devoted to the destruction of Israel. 

Even in practical terms, unilateral measures will not promote a lasting peace between Israel and the 
Palestinians. Even an apartment cannot be rented without two parties signing an agreement, each of its own 
free will. The argument that it is possible for one side only to resolve an international conflict such as that 
between Israel and the Palestinians is naive and unfounded at best, and dishonest at worst. 

Anyone interested in achieving a just peace must urge both sides to reach an agreement, not just one side. 
Australian recognition of a Palestinian state would mean relinquishing the demand that the Palestinians stop 
the ongoing incitement against Israel, in which, for example, Palestinian schools are named after Shaheeds 
(suicide bombers who indiscriminately murder innocent civilians, including children). 

This legitimisation of the current state of affairs would perpetuate the absurdity in which Australian aid 
money that is transferred to the Palestinians will continue unwittingly to finance payments that the 
Palestinian leadership transfers to families of Shaheeds in correlation to the number of people murdered by 
each Shaheed. 

The solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict will be achieved only on the basis of two independent nation-
states, each of which will have territorial contiguity within defensible borders. Earlier this month, the Israeli 
Labor Party elected a new and promising leader, Avi Gabbay. Gabbay has proven himself to be a successful 
and capable leader in both the private and public sector. After years of anticipation, at last, it seems we have 
a real alternative to Netanyahu. 

We, members of the Israeli Labor Party, will never give up our vision of peace. But we need our friends in 
social democratic movements around the world not to give up either. We need our friends in the world, of 
whom the Australian people are among the best, to back us up and support our efforts to advance a political 
settlement based on mutual willingness to compromise, and not to make it difficult for us to invalidate 
Netanyahu's false claim that the entire world is against us. 

Rather than demonise one side in the conflict and turn a blind eye to the obvious faults on the other, fair-
minded people all over the word should be supporting and encouraging those on both sides who are 
working for a just and lasting peace. 

Michal Biran is a Member of the Knesset, Israel's parliament, for the Israeli Labor Party (now called Zionist 
Union). 

This story was found at: http://www.smh.com.au/comment/it-takes-two-sides-to-create-lasting-peace-
20170727-gxjzym.html  
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Palestine recognition far from assured: Carr critics 

The Australian, 12:00AM July 31, 2017, BRAD NORINGTON, Associate Editor, @BradNorington 

Former NSW Labor premier Bob Carr claims a resolution agreed by his state’s party conference is a historic 
shift because it urges “unconditional” recognition of Palestine by the next federal ALP government. 

At the climax of a months-long campaign he hopes will push Labor to endorse immediate Palestinian 
recognition as national policy next year, Mr Carr said Australia should not be “left stranded in history” 
behind 137 other countries who had given the nod already. 

He said other Labor luminaries Bob Hawke, Kevin Rudd and Gareth Evans backed the change and he believed 
that if Gough Whitlam were still alive he would say “it’s time” to recognise Palestine. 

While many in Labor agree that the party has shifted, they disagreed yesterday with Mr Carr’s 
interpretation, or that he had scored a big victory, because of qualifying points added to an earlier blunt 
resolution that had urged the next Labor government to recognise Palestine without any qualifications. 

The final motion passed on the floor of the NSW ALP conference yesterday with the agreement of right and 
left factions included a provision to recognise previous motions on Israel and Palestine carried at the ALP’s 
2015 national conference, and last year’s NSW conference. 

Also added, following internal party negotiations last week and a vote of Mr Carr’s dominant right faction on 
Friday night, was a paragraph saying that the NSW ALP “supports the recognition and right of Israel and 
Palestine to exist within secure and recognised borders”. 

The chief executive of the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies, Vic Alhadeff, told The Australian last night that the 
outcome was “much better” that originally proposed. 

Mr Alhadeff also pointed to comments made during the conference debate by former Labor senator Mike 
Forshaw, the chairman of the NSW ALP’s foreign affairs committee, that Palestinian recognition was 
problematic when “100 per cent of Hamas (in Gaza) still does not recognise Israel”. 

“We applaud the efforts by many within the Labor Party who worked hard to achieve a more balanced 
resolution,” Mr Alhadeff said. 

While Mr Carr has promoted his state party’s decision as a “no ifs or buts” recognition, he did agree to the 
additional wording following talks last week with Mr Forshaw, former NSW ALP boss Eric Roozendaal, who is 
Jewish, NSW upper-house MP Daniel Mookhey, and former NSW union boss Michael Easson. 

Critics of Mr Carr say the compromise he now accepts effectively negates his campaign purpose because it 
commits a future Labor government to nothing. The previous policy, which is supported by Bill Shorten, 
committed Labor only to “discussions” on Palestinian recognition with like-minded nations, with no set 
timetable. 

The debate over Palestine recognition has been highly divisive inside Labor, even prompting accusations 
over the weekend of interference by the Israeli government after its embassy allegedly contacted delegates 
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to the NSW ALP conference and reminded them it was Palestinians, not Israelis, who had rejected past 
proposals for a two-state solution. 

Mr Carr met staunch resistance yesterday from the NSW Labor Israel Action committee, which vowed to 
oppose his continued activity on Israel “after successfully forcing him to recognise Israel’s right to exist 
within secure and recognised borders”. 

The group’s spokesman, NSW upper-house MP Walt Secord, who was once Mr Carr’s spokesman when he 
was premier, said the original motion backed by Mr Carr was “deeply offensive” to those who wanted a 
peaceful Middle East settlement. 

The Victoria-based Australia Israel Labor Dialogue issued a statement saying the NSW resolution did not bind 
a future Labor government to unilaterally recognise Palestine. 

Mike Kelly, the ALP member for Eden-Monaro in NSW and the Opposition Leader’s representative in recent 
negotiations, said concessions in any Israel-Palestine settlement had to be made on both sides. 

While Israel needed to dismantle settlements, the Palestinians needed to meet international conditions for 
statehood and renounce violence. 

In a weekend tweet, Mr Carr hailed the expected outcome: “No ‘conditions’ to recognition of Palestine. No 
ifs or buts. Recognition to save two state solution being buried in settlements.” 

Mr Carr said yesterday that the Queensland ALP had backed “immediate” recognition of Palestine at its 
conference this weekend while branches in South Australia, Tasmania and the ACT had adopted similar 
positions. 

 
THE AUSTRALIAN, 27JUL2017, http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/state-politics/palestine-
policy-bid-goes-from-alp-blowtorch-to-the-backburner/news-
story/253c54fd52303ed7541e52c1ec62ecdd?nk=47cfc3bb1011b922b96cb01a40999030-1501683581  

Palestine policy bid goes from ALP blowtorch to the back-

burner 

The Australian, 12:00AM July 27, 2017, Brad Norington, Associate Editor 

The time permitted for debate on a contentious ALP resolution pressuring the next federal Labor 
government to recognise Palestine could be extended, soothing rising concerns among advocates of a 
dramatic change to Labor’s traditional policy that they faced being shut down. 

A decision by NSW ALP party boss Kaila Murnain to put a debate about ending Labor’s unqualified support of 
Israel last on the agenda of her party’s state annual conference this weekend has prompted questions about 
whether the issue would be debated at all. 

Ms Murnain confirmed yesterday that she expected to get through all the party’s debate agenda this 
weekend, while saying time constraints could limit the ability to do so. 

Policy debate on Palestine and other foreign policy matters will follow an ALP life membership presentation 
that is expected to run over time with speeches from Graham Richardson and others, and a social justice 
debate that could also run over time. 

Emotions are running high about the flagged Israel-Palestine debate at the conference of the ALP’s largest 
state branch because the likely outcome is considered a template for Labor’s national conference next year. 

The ALP’s left and a section of the party right in NSW, led by former premier Bob Carr, have banded together 
to pass a proposed resolution that “urges the next Labor government to recognise Palestine”. 
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Bill Shorten and many of his federal Labor colleagues are understood to want to stick with the status quo 
that commits Labor only to “discussing” Palestinian recognition but a resolution by the NSW party and other 
state branches could force their hand if the ALP were to win the next federal election. 

Earlier this month The Weekend Australian reported Ms Murnain had dictated the wording of the NSW 
conference resolution to replace another proposed by the party’s foreign affairs committee that was much 
softer in seeking only “progress” towards Palestinian recognition, while recognising Israel’s right to secure 
borders. 

Her intervention reflected how the majority of branches submitting proposed resolutions had advocated a 
more strident pro-Palestinian stand, which the committee declined to follow. Some party observers 
regarded her intervention also as a means to stop the Israel-Palestine issue distracting attention from local 
issues that could help the competitive electoral position of Labor at a state and federal level. 

The prospect of no debate on Palestine if the conference runs out of time has raised fears the matter may be 
referred to the administrative committee, which cannot debate policy, and then lapse. 

Momentum could then ease off for next year’s vote at the annual conference. 

 
THE AUSTRALIAN FINANCIAL REVIEW, 27JUL2017, http://www.afr.com/news/israeli-labor-urges-nsw-alp-to-
not-recognise-palestine-20170727-gxjmvq  

Israeli Labor urges NSW ALP to not recognise Palestine  

by Luke Malpass  

Israel's parliamentary Labor leader Isaac Herzog has called on his "sister" NSW Labor Party to reject a push to 
recognise a Palestinian state ahead of the party's conference this weekend. 

"I call upon my colleagues, and I trust that the leadership there, experienced and knowledge leadership of 
our sister party would understand that NSW should not pass through this resolution," Isaac Herzog said. 

Speaking exclusively to The Australian Financial Review from Jerusalem, the Labor leader in the Knesset 
slammed NSW Labor saying it doesn't understand the complex politics of the Middle East. 

"Labor in Israel is really the champion of the two state solution, we advocate adamantly the two state 
solution and that requires two to tango and the more one learns about the resolution you realise what is 
required is bold steps." 

Factions within the NSW Labor Party will put forward a series of motions to condemn the Benjamin 
Netanyahu-led Israeli government and change party policy. The current and bipartisan Labor policy is to 
conditionally recognise a Palestinian state based on a negotiated peace settlement in consultation with 
other nations. Former NSW Premier Bob Carr is backing the NSW push. 

"If one talks about a two state solution: what are you going to do in Gaza? Before you demand unilateralism 
when it comes to Israel, can you sort out one negotiator for both Gaza and the West Bank?," Mr Herzog said. 
Gaza is controlled by the Islamic Terrorist organisation Hamas. 

It is expected that 26 of the 52 conference motions on international relations will be about Israel. One states 
that Israel's government is the "most conservative and chauvinist in the country's history" and that Israel is 
"repeatedly defying international law by spreading settlement on the West Bank". Mr Herzog claims that is 
nonsense. 

"At times I'm a vehement criticiser of Benjamin Netanyahu and he made a number of mistakes, but to put all 
the blame on him is ridiculous and not correct, the Palestinians have been extremely stubborn and have 
stuck with their internal politics for years." 
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The proposed motion, Mr Herzog said, referring to the Syrian War, Islamic State and the brutal battle for 
Mosul, shows a lack of perspective. 

"I think to single out only Palestine as the only problem in the world, I would say as an understatement, is 
extremely anti-Israel," Mr Herzog said. "I think the proponents of this resolution need to understand that 
there's a new geo-strategic reality in the Middle East. It needs to come by way of negotiation not 
resolution". 

He was at pains to point out that federal Labor was not responsible, praising Bill Shorten and Tanya 
Plibersek. "At that level they understand the intricacies of the conflict. The [NSW] people who are initiating 
this resolution, they are unaware of the intricacies." 

Mr Herzog's family, sometimes called Israel's Kennedys, has deep ties to what he called "our sister party" in 
Australia. He highlighted the close relationship between Israeli Labor and the ALP. 

Mr Herzog's father, Chaim, was the first Israeli president to visit Australia in 1986. His uncle, Abba Eban, 
"was present ... when Labor leader [H.V. Evatt] was your foreign minister and he was the first one to declare 
support for the State of Israel at the UN", Mr Herzog said. Australia, under the Chifley Labor government 
recognised the state of Israel at the United Nations in 1947. 

"It goes also to the union world, we enjoy a very strong unions influence. It's very strong in Israeli economy, 
in collective agreements and balancing the economy with government." 

While opposition and Zionist Union leader in the Knesset, Mr Herzog was recently replaced as Labor leader 
by unapologetic millionaire Avi Gabbay. Because Mr Gabbay is not currently an MP, Mr Herzog retained 
leadership in the parliament. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ABC NEWS, 01AUG2017, http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-07-31/why-is-new-south-wales-alp-pushing-
for-palestine-recognition/8758540  

Palestine-Israel: Why does New South Wales ALP care about 

this dispute? 

By political reporter Stephen Dziedzic, Updated Tue 1 Aug 2017 at 12:28am 

The New South Wales ALP has passed a resolution urging the next federal Labor government to 
unilaterally recognise the state of Palestine. 

It sailed through fairly uneventfully on Sunday — but furious backroom negotiations roiled the state party in 
the lead-up to vote. 

The turmoil in the Middle East is a long way away from Australia. So why has so much time and energy gone 
into an argument about Labor's stance on a conflict thousands of kilometres away? 

What is 'unilateral recognition' of Palestine? What does that mean? 

Peace talks between Israelis and Palestinians have been stalled for years. A two-state solution — with two 
separate countries, Israel and Palestine, co-existing peacefully — remains a distant prospect. 
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Over the last 30 years, most countries have decided to unilaterally recognise Palestine — in other words, to 
recognise Palestine as a state, even though there has been no agreement. 

Some of the countries which have gone down this path blame Israel for the breakdown in talks, and argue 
that unilateral recognition will help exert pressure on the Israeli Government to get back to the negotiating 
table. 

Other countries which recognise Palestine are just hostile to Israel's very existence. 

But most Western countries haven't gone down this path — and neither has Australia. Some in Labor want 
that to change. 

Why do people care? 

Pro-Palestine MPs and activists in the ALP say an increasing number of people in the party want to see 
Australia shift its stance on Israel and Palestine. 

They blame Israel for the current impasse, arguing that Benjamin Netanyahu's Government has fatally 
undermined the peace process by allowing Israeli settlements to spread in occupied territories. 

The former foreign minister Bob Carr led the push for unilateral recognition at the NSW conference — 
declaring that the party should not be "left stranded in history" by refusing to join other countries who have 
taken the step. 

Labor MPs who back Israel scoff at those arguments. They maintain that it's difficult for any nation to 
recognise a country which is essentially split between two governing factions — with Hamas ruling in the 
Gaza Strip and Fatah ruling in the West Bank. 

Labor frontbencher Mark Dreyfus took aim at the champions of unilateral recognition on Monday, saying it 
"flies in the face of international law". 

Pro Labor MPs also argue that in the end an agreement can only be hammered out by the Israelis and the 
Palestinians. Other countries who try to exert external pressure on Israel, they say, are more likely to 
hamper than help. 

Israeli diplomats make a similar point. A spokeswoman from the Israeli embassy in Canberra said that 
unilateral recognition is "a danger, rather than a promotion of the two-state solution". 

"Such a recognition would only push the Palestinians further away from the negotiating table — which is the 
only place where peace can be achieved," she said. 

What else is going on? 

Israel is always a totemic issue in the ALP. The contest over this policy is increasingly fraught because it's part 
of a broader factional arm wrestle. 

The Left of the party has always been pro-Palestine, and it's exerting more sway over the party membership. 

And while the party's Right faction in Victoria is holding firm for Israel, the NSW Right has split. 

Over the last five years, the rank and file of the ALP shifted away from Israel and towards Palestine. 

The Queensland Labor Party and the ACT Labor Party also passed motions over the weekend endorsing 
unilateral recognition. 

So — was there a winner? 

When it comes to the Israel-Palestine conflict, small changes in language can matter a lot. So let's take a 
close look at what the motion says. 

The NSW motion urges the next Labor government to recognise Palestine. But it also notes that Labor 
"supports the recognition and right of Israel and Palestine to exist within secure and recognised borders". 

This language was inserted at the last minute in order to avoid a messy brawl on the floor of the conference. 
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Both sides have claimed the final motion as a victory. 

Pro-Palestine MPs argue that for the first time the ALP's most powerful branch has unambiguously endorsed 
recognition of Palestine. They say this is a historic step, and will exert enormous sway on the next federal 
Labor government when it weighs up its foreign policy. 

Pro-Israel Labor MPs don't agree. They argue the motion doesn't bind the federal party to anything. 

And they say the last-minute changes also dilute its impact, by making it clear that a future Labor 
government must also recognise that Israel's security is vital. 

The next big internal battle on this will be in July next year — when the Federal ALP Conference meets in 
Adelaide. 

Do any of these motions actually force a Labor government to do anything? 

No, it doesn't. In fact they might just ignore it entirely. 

Some in the ALP maintain that a Labor government's foreign policy would be primarily shaped by two people 
— Opposition Leader Bill Shorten and shadow foreign minister Penny Wong. 

Mr Dreyfus made a similar point on Monday: "Foreign policy for a Labor government federally, is a federal 
matter. It will be set federally by decisions made by the Federal shadow cabinet, by the federal Caucus." 

And both Mr Shorten and Senator Wong have made it clear they're not rushing to embrace unilateral 
recognition. 

Mr Shorten side-stepped questions on the NSW Labor conference motion on Monday, simply stressing 
that Labor wanted to see a two-state solution in the region. 

So, the ALP's federal party leadership might hold firm and resist the push towards recognition. 

Pro-Palestine MPs say that will put them on a crash course with the party's membership. 

The debate inside Labor over Israel and Palestine has always been fraught. 

It's not losing any intensity. 

 
ABC NEWS, 31JUL2017, http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-07-31/shorten-reiterates-two-state-
solution/8758732  

Bill Shorten reiterates support for two-state solution after 

NSW Labor Palestinian motion 

By Tahlia Roy, Updated Mon 31 July 2017 at 11:54am 

Opposition Leader Bill Shorten has avoided supporting unilateral recognition of Palestine as a state, saying 
acknowledgement should be part of a two-state solution. 

Speaking on RN Breakfast, the federal Labor leader said any recognition needed to address the concerns of 
both sides. 

"There's two issues, one is the legitimate aspirations, and I stress legitimate aspirations of Palestinians to 
have their own state and I do support that, but also the legitimate aspirations of the people of Israel to live 

in secure borders," he said. 

Mr Shorten has come under pressure to confirm his stance on the matter, after a motion was passed at the 
NSW Labor conference at the weekend calling for the next federal Labor government to recognise Palestine 
as a state. 
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He reiterated his support for federal Labor's long-held position on a two-state solution. 

"If you support a two-state solution ultimately that includes recognition of Palestine," Mr Shorten said. 

Former foreign affairs minister and News South Wales premier Bob Carr put forward the motion for Australia 
to become the 138th nation to recognise the state of Palestine saying: "We can't be left stranded in history." 

The motion was successful, prompting opposition from the New South Wales Labor Israel Action Committee. 

Similar motions were passed at the QLD and ACT Labor conferences at the weekend. 

 
ABC NEWS, 31JUL2017, http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-07-31/elor-azaria:-israeli-court-upholds-jail-
term-for-ex-soldier/8758500  

Elor Azaria: Jail sentence upheld as appeal fails for Israeli 

soldier that killed Palestinian attacker 

Updated Mon 31 July 2017 at 5:42am 

An Israeli military appeal court has upheld a manslaughter conviction and 18-month jail sentence for a 
former army conscript who killed an incapacitated Palestinian assailant in the occupied West Bank. 

Key points: 

 Judges rejected Azaria's view he acted in line with defence doctrines 

 Prime Minister Netanyahu pushed for him to be pardoned 

 Human Rights Watch welcomed the appeal's rejection 

In one of the most divisive trials in Israel's history, the panel of judges, including field generals, rejected 
challenges lodged by Elor Azaria, who said he had acted in line with defence doctrines. 

"Values have been greatly damaged by the defendant's actions," the chief judge, Major-General Doron 
Feiles, said in reading out the ruling. 

"This was a forbidden and immoral act." 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and Defence Minister Avigdor Lieberman, however, said the ex-soldier 
should be pardoned. 

In March 2015, Azaria was serving as an army medic in the town of Hebron in the occupied West Bank when 
two Palestinians stabbed and wounded another soldier. 

One of the assailants was shot dead by troops. The other was shot and wounded. 

Eleven minutes later, as the wounded man, 21-year-old Abd Elfatah Ashareef, lay on the ground unable to 
move, Azaria, then 19, took aim with his rifle and fatally shot him in the head. 

The incident was captured on video by a Palestinian rights activist. 

Palestinian Government decries 'green light' to kill 

Azaria became a cause celebre, backed by right-wingers in Israel, where most Jewish men and women are 
drafted at 18 for military service. 

One poll found that nearly half of the Jewish majority believed any Palestinian attacker should be killed on 
the spot. 

The Palestinian Government said the 18-month jail term had given Israeli soldiers a "green light" to kill with 
impunity. 
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The appeals court rejected an application by military prosecutors to increase the sentence to between three 
and five years. 

Under Israeli law, manslaughter can carry a maximum 20-year sentence. 

Human Rights Watch cautiously welcomed Sunday's ruling. 

"Upholding the conviction of a soldier convicted of fatally shooting a man who posed no threat sends an 
important message about restrictions on lethal use of force," said Israel and Palestine advocacy director for 
the rights group, Sari Bashi. 

As Azaria arrived in the court at the Defence Ministry complex in Tel Aviv, his supporters demonstrated 
outside. His mother draped herself in the Israeli flag. 

After his arrest for the Hebron shooting, Azaria was confined to his base for months and, on discharge from 
the military two weeks ago, was placed under house arrest. 

Defence lawyers had suggested that, should their appeals fail, they could take the case to the Supreme Court 
or ask the President, Reuven Rivlin, to pardon Azaria. 

But Mr Rivlin and Mr Lieberman, the Defence Minister, urged the Azaria family to ask Israel's top general, 
Gadi Eizenkot, for a pardon instead. 

"I have no doubt that the chief of staff will take all of the difficult circumstances, and the fact that he (Azaria) 
was an exemplary soldier, into consideration," Mr Lieberman tweeted. 

Mr Netanyahu tweeted: "I will relay my recommendation for a pardon to the relevant parties when the 
matter comes up for meaningful discussion." 

 
HAARETZ, 01AUG2017, http://www.haaretz.com/world-news/asia-and-australia/1.804504  

Bonus article: Haaretz – Labor Party of Australia's Most 

Populous State Votes to Recognize Palestinian State 

JTA Aug 01, 2017 11:56 AM 

The New South Wales party's resolution is a watered-down version of the original proposed by ex-Foreign 
Minister Bob Carr, but pressure is increased on the federal Labor leader to come down on the issue 

The members of Australia’s New South Wales Labor Party have voted for the recognition of a Palestinian 
state following a push by former Foreign Minister Bob Carr, but in a watered-down version of its original. 

The resolution passed Sunday at the party’s conference in Sydney, though it failed to follow the original call 
for unilateral recognition of a Palestinian state. Carr, who also has served as Labor premier in New South 
Wales, proposed the resolution. Party members called on the next federal Labor government to recognize 
Palestine as an independent state. 

Following on the heels of similar resolutions in the states of Western Australia and South Australia, the vote 
will present a challenge for federal Labor leader Bill Shorten, who has come under pressure to confirm his 
stance on the matter. 

The New South Wales’ Jewish Board of Deputies chief executive, Vic Alhadeff, said the resolution “is a much 
better outcome than what was originally proposed in the conference booklet, and we applaud the efforts by 
many within the Labor Party who worked hard to achieve a more balanced resolution.” 

The Executive Council of Australian Jewry also issued a statement. 

 “Clearly, Israel still has many friends within the Australian Labor Party, and they are to be applauded for 
ensuring that Bob Carr’s original motion was significantly amended before it was passed,” it says. “.The 

http://www.haaretz.com/world-news/asia-and-australia/1.804504
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amendment expressly recognizes Israel’s right to exist within secure borders. It is disturbing that the original 
motion moved by a former Foreign Minister of Australia was so manifestly one-sided and unfair.” 

Speaking Monday on the Australian Broadcasting Corp.’s “RN Breakfast,” Shorten said any recognition of a 
Palestinian state must address the concerns of both sides. 

“There’s two issues,” he said. “One is the legitimate aspirations, and I stress legitimate aspirations of 
Palestinians, to have their own state and I do support that, but also the legitimate aspirations of the people 
of Israel to live in secure borders.” 

Shorten reiterated his support for federal Labor’s long-held position of a two-state solution to the Israel-
Palestinian conflict. 

“If you support a two-state solution, ultimately that includes recognition of Palestine,” Shorten said. 
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